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Ed/mn Edited By Maurizio Nannucci: Editions And Multiples 1967/2016 

Viaindustriae Milan 2016
ISBN 9788897753230
$ 39.25* -- Idea Code 16532 

author: Maurizio Nannucci                  

Focusing on Italian contemporary artist Maurizio Nannucci’s practice, this book offers for the first
time a comprehensive overview of his extraordinary creativity as publisher and producer of editions
and multiples, as well as artists’ books, catalogues, prints, photographs, posters, records, and
more. His field of research has expanded since the 1960s, exploring language and the intersection
of disciplines such as linguistics, literature, music, philosophy, and architecture. With a plethora of
images and archival documents, as well as critical essays, the origins of fundamental aspects of
Nannucci’s artistic vision and his attitude to develop art as an open social project are detailed.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Judith Jockel - You Breathe From A Garden In Your Neck 

Fw: Books Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789490119447
$ 42.60* -- Idea Code 16544 

This is a book which uses photography to get a grip on something which is lost. In 2011 Judith's
best friend Mieke died; they had shared a friendship and a studio with a garden in Amsterdam Oost.
After her death, Judith uses Mieke's analogue Cambo 8 x 10-inch camera to photograph every
flower in their shared garden. The camera has a technical malfunction, but Mieke kept using it. The
result is a collection of photographs that show the flowers, but the camera is also present because
of light flares on the negative.
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Jaya Pelupessy - Set-put-run 

Fw: Books Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789490119430
$ 36.55* -- Idea Code 16545 

Jaya Pelupessy uses photography to investigate the medium’s status. Central to his work are the
processes that lead to autonomous images; an examination of to what extent the process itself and
the visibility of that process strengthens, invalidates, or delivers new autonomous images. Countless
“loops” within his own work emerge, within which reproductions are again reproduced. For this
publication, produced in collaboration with graphic designer Hans Gremmen, the making of the book
is taken as a starting point. Through a process that entails using five cameras and immediate
processing, a document with unexpectedly combined layers is created.
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Lara Gasparotto - Ask The Dusk 

Ludion Antwerp 2016
ISBN 9789491819681
$ 42.50* -- Idea Code 16534 

author: Francesca Alfano Miglietti         

The young Belgian photographer Lara Gasparotto has made her name with a quickly developed and
spontaneous style, by which she documents her own life. In her words, she concocts an
“autobiography which holds the middle between dream and reality.” Young people are often her
subjects, yet she also photographs landscapes and interiors, and her keen vision is permeated with
an atmosphere of beauty and intimacy. Gasparotto’s love of the countryside where she grew up,
and to which she often returns, is also readily apparent. With an introduction by Italian art critic
Francesca Alfano Miglietti, this publication presents her new work from the past two years.
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Misha De Ridder - Falaise 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789491843723
$ 48.70* -- Idea Code 16514 

The work of Misha de Ridder in ’Falaise', which consists of abstractions of the chalky cliff face in
Normandy, France, harnesses the revelatory power of photography to capture the continuous
metamorphosis of the cliffs. Once a celebrated holiday destination, where Monet is believed to have
developed Impressionism, the area has become forgotten as it is encroached upon by the sea,
which is gradually swallowing its surroundings.
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Ima English Edition 2016 Vol 1: A New Chapter Of Japanese Photography 

Amana Tokyo 2016
ISBN 
$ 58.95* -- Idea Code 16401 

The art photography magazine publishes its first English edition, wherein a showcase of upcoming
Japanese talents is the main feature. These photographers, such as Daisuke Yokota, Hideyuki
Ishibashi, Nerhol, Mayumi Hosokura, and more, have already won international acclaim through
their highly individual approaches. The magazine also includes a special feature on Nobuyoshi Araki
consisting of selections from his photobooks and a dialogue with photographer Alec Soth. Other
highlights include Yusuke Nishimura’s ‘The Folk’, wherein the elaborately costumed realm of
Japanese folk entertainment is explored, and the rise of cute in “kawaii” photography.
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Genda 1: Body As Packaging 

A+m Bookstore Milan 2016
ISBN 9788887071641
$ 19.65* -- Idea Code 16451 

Sometimes the human body becomes just another object. The body used as any other material,
deprived of its sexual, moral, and social aspects. The body without rhetoric, history, or ethics,
stripped of that recognition that pertains to a living person, ambiguous and perhaps discomfiting.
Thinking of the body as packaging raises new questions. Has the relationship between social
tensions and imagery of the body subsided? Does the formal staging of the body make it an inert,
inhuman element? How can the representation of a body stripped of its vital and sexual energy be
critically interpreted? ‘Genda’ introduces 21 international photographers whose work is situated in
this curious territory.
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Johannes Schwartz - The Athens Recorder 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789491843792
$ 73.05* -- Idea Code 16500 

What do people do, if they are out in the street? Reading? Waiting? Can we recognize the
inhabitant, the stranger, the traveller by his actions and deeds in an urban setting? This is the
premise of Johannes Schwartz’s exploration, which was set in Athens in the fall of 2015. The result
are photos of streets, public squares, museums, ruins and shops, places of culture and
consumption. Devided in 17 chapters everything passes by in a set of chance driven encounters.
Designed by Experimental Jetset.
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Flaneur Issue 06: Boulevard Ring, Moscow 

Edition Messner Berlin 2016
ISBN 9772196537004
$ 18.25* -- Idea Code 16537 

author: Flaneur                            

Diverging from the principle of focussing on one street, Flaneur succumbs to Moscow’s underlying
cosmological blueprint: the city is in this issue made up of orbits. The Boulevard Ring is the first orbit
and on it five bubbles are chosen that encircle the Kremlin. These bubbles are not just places – they
are constellations, principles, motifs for exploration. Featuring Arbatskaya Square, Pushkinskaya
Square, as well as a personal journey of Ksenia Golubovich. Photographer Stas Galaktionov
explores the underground vibes of one of the last remaining squats in the neighbourhood. Moscow
Waters has a contribution by Grashina Gabelmann and artist Judith Sönnicken considers the mental
architecture of disappearing and reappearing structures. The last chapter considers the future as
much as the possible futures of the past, the crossroads that haven’t been taken, through a
collection of poems, short stories and visuals.
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Invitation To Sol Lewitt 

Danilo Montanari Milan 2016
ISBN 9788898120994
$ 31.40* -- Idea Code 16582 

author: David Senior                       

This book presents notices and announcements of exhibitions and editions by one of conceptual
art’s foremost practitioners, Sol LeWitt. Covering a period from the 1970s through the early 2000s,
it explores a long history of the artist’s shows through numerous reproductions of notices,
invitations, posters, and more, reflecting the intense and multifaceted investigation carried out by
LeWitt across every realm of visual art. Several of the informational objects presented here were
designed by the artist himself, while other selections testify to the universal scope of his work in
terms of presentation and appreciation alike. A fascinating look at themes and relevance in his
oeuvre.
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Gerbrand Burger - Part Of Something 

Gerbrand Burger Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789082558302
$ 51.75* -- Idea Code 16567 

Gerbrand Burger is a visual artist from the Netherlands who works with drawing, sculpture,
installation, printmaking, and film. ‘Part of Something’, edited by Marc Nagtzaam and Stephan
Keppel, presents a generous selection of Burger’s large archive of drawings. Visual elements
derived from architecture, everyday objects, literature, crafts, and invention are taken out of their
original context and merged to form a subjective system of signs and symbols spanning almost 300
pages. Designed by the design collective Open Work in collaboration with the artist, the large-format
book is printed on black paper.
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These Strangers... Painting And People 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789491843822
$ 30.45* -- Idea Code 16591 

Published on the occasion of a group exhibition of nine artists which took place in the autumn and
winter of 2016/17 at the Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele Kunst (S.M.A.K.) in Ghent, this catalogue
reflects upon contemporary figurative painting. Each painter has developed an idiosyncratic vision of
how to represent people, and this book’s bold juxtaposition of their widely varied styles offers an
intriguing cross-section of the genre and its possible futures. Works by the contributing artists –
Nicole Eisenman, Victor Man, Alice Neel, Paulina O?owska, Henry Taylor, Nicolas Party, Elizabeth
Peyton, Avery Singer, and Katharina Wulff – are accompanied by texts from several authors.
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Henk Schiffmacher - Photographer 

Gup Magazine & Top Notch Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 9789082483314
$ 42.60* -- Idea Code 16593 

author: Texas Schiffmacher Ed.             

'Henk Schiffmacher – Photographer' is an extensive overview of Schiffmacher’s work as a
photographer and, as the title suggests, is all about photography (and not tattoos). Featuring a wide
selection of photographs taken between 1970 and 1985 in Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Amsterdam,
Tokyo, Mumbai, Manilla, San Francisco, and Kuala Lumpur amongst others, one finds a raw mix of
direct analogue shots on society in the 70s and 80s with a rich array of individuals showing off their
best and worst features in front of Henk’s camera. You will find all sorts of different stories and
people, joined together in a pattern that was Henk’s incomparably raw and curious sense of
photography.
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Funny Money 

Kesselskramer Amsterdam 2016
ISBN 
$ 12.15* -- Idea Code 16549 

author: Max Siedentopf                     

Photographing locals in Africa is something many Westerners enjoy doing, but unfortunately they
rarely want to document the reality of the person in front of them. Rather, they desire a photo that
reinforces their idea of a stereotypical “African”. By offering money, they can dictate how the
subject is portrayed, turning the photo into an exploitation of the individual, their culture and tribal
history, and perpetuating derogatory clichés. Max Siedentopf grew up in Namibia. On his last visit
home he asked locals if he could take their picture. If they wanted money in return, he let them
name their price. Although free to pose in any way they liked, the money had to be part of the
photograph.
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Untitled Youth: Fumi Nagasaka 

Kahl Editions Paris 2016
ISBN 9780995761100
$ 52.35* -- Idea Code 16578 

author: Robbie Spencer                     

Currently based in New York, Fumi Nagasaka began shooting there in 2001 for the Japanese cult
magazine ‘STREET’. In her travels between New York, Los Angeles, and Berlin, she has
undertaken several documentary projects. ‘Untitled Youth’ is a collection of street casting portraits
made for her editorial and photo projects. Her snapshot aesthetic primarily deals with overlooked yet
unquantifiable beauty in a fleeting reality. Fumi handpicks her subjects, honest and unexpected
representations of youth who straddle the line between street subculture and the fashion industry,
two worlds which share a mutual dependence such that they often become indistinguishable.
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